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Info Artikel  Abstract 

Accepted July, 2023  This research was conducted with the aim of finding 

out the influence of product quality, promotion and 

product variety on purchasing decisions for PT 

Macroprima Pangutama (Cimory Group) Kanzler 

products, a study at UIN Maulana Malik Ibrahim 

Malang, using primary data with a proportional 

sampling method, thus containing 119 respondents. 

This research uses SPSS version 25. The research uses 

multiple linear regression analysis techniques. The 

results of the research show that there is a 

simultaneous influence on the variables Product 

Quality, Promotion and Product Variety which 

influence purchasing decisions. 
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INTRODUCTION  

 Nowadays, competition by competitors is increasingly rapid, this phenomenon is 

also felt by companies operating in the Food & Beverage sector. Because there are 

many competitors who are competing to get more profits and maintain their existence. 

Considering that quite a few companies operating in the food sector continuously 
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innovate and maintain the quality of their products so that they are not left behind by the 

times and are always remembered in the minds of customers. 

 Such as marketing activities carried out by PT Macroprima Pangutama (Cimory 

Group). The company which claims to produce processed food using meat and milk 

from livestock, namely cows, has appeared under the brand "Kanzler" with various 

types of food such as nuggets, sausages and meatballs which can be processed and 

enjoyed directly without needing to be cooked. 

 Reported in a compass.id article, Kanzler managed to rank 3rd in 

PerformanceTop Five Frozen Food Brandsin the period 1 to 15 September 2022 in the 

market place with a total of 1214 sellers selling products with a percentage value of 

7.60%. From this achievement, Kanzler still maintains its existence to this day. 

 Then, products under the Kanzler brand appeared with food productshigh 

quality.Information from compas.co.id Kanzler claims that its product is called 

"SULTAN" food. With this title Kanzler can lead the opinion of potential buyers that 

Kanzler puts quality into its products. This is proven by the composition clearly stated 

on the packaging and not using raw materials that could be detrimental to customers, 

one of which is excessive use of MSG in the product. 

 Based on this information, Kanzler has no doubt about the quality of its 

products. According to a theory from Grutmen (2005), product quality 

issymbolsimportant in customer perception and customer decision to buy. Basically, 

customers will always support products that implement quality in their products. Apart 

from that, Dita (2010) stated that product quality needs to be paid attention to because it 

really has an influence on customers' decisions to buy. So it would be better if the 

company developed quality in its products. 

Kanzler's efforts to increase sales are shown in activities to carry out promotions 

on the Halokagroup.com web information on video reels which inform the sales 

promotion strategies used by Kanzler, various kinds of promotions carried out by 

Kanzler for example: endorsements with public figures, banners, discounts and many 

more Kanzler's efforts in pursuing his promotion. 

 Regarding this matter, it can be assumed that promotions are very much 

included in sales activities. In line with the opinion of Kotler & Keller (2008:346) 
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promotion is communication0Which0can0used0as0tool0For0conveyiinformation, 

persuading and targeting the market regarding the products produced by the company. 

Similar to the opinion of Hair, Lamb & Mc Daniel (2001) Promotion is an activity to 

seduce and remind buyers of a product to potential consumers. Based on the opinions of 

experts, a conclusion was made that promotional activities are very necessary for 

companies to instill memories in consumers about the products they produce. 

 Apart from the efforts made by Kanzler, it is not only implemented through the 

quality of its products and promotions, but Kanzler also carries out improvements in the 

products it produces. Information from an infobrand.id article where initially Kanzler 

was created to only sell sausage type products, but over time, Kanzler created 2 

products, namely meatballs and nuggets. Apart from that, Kanzler innovates its products 

by creating various flavors, prices and shapes in its products. 

 The product variation aspect is in line with the explanation by Kotler (2012: 72) 

that product variation is a form of special unit in a brand which is differentiated based 

on price, shape, size and taste. Then the opinion of Buchari (2007: 139) is that product 

variations are a form of product development created by companies in order to produce 

products with various choices. It can be concluded that if a company makes efforts to 

develop products by creating variations in its products, it can attract customer interest 

and minimize boredom and provide customers with many alternative choices for 

making purchasing decisions. 

 Furthermore, from the purchasing decision aspect of Kanzler products, where 

the customer's decision to buy a product is the final action in choosing to buy or not. 

Adapting to Assauri's (2013) statement, a purchasing decision is a condition in the form 

of a group or individual's attitude to decide to use or purchase a product in the form of 

goods or services and then be sure that they can fulfill their wants and needs and accept 

the risks. Similarly, according to Hidayati's (2018) opinion, a decision is the process of 

a customer understanding a problem by finding out information and directions regarding 

the brand with all considerations and alternatives and then making a decision to buy. 

Following on from the previous opinion, it is known that a consumer's purchasing 

decision means that the consumer has solved the problem and knows everything he will 

receive after purchasing a product. 
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 Before determining the respondents, the researchers conducted a pre-survey, 

with the result that Kanzler products had reached the minds of the majority of young 

people. One of them is a student who is 

studying0iniUniversityIIslamICountryIMaulanaIMalikIIbrahimIPoorIWhichIthe 

majority are young people, where young people are people who understand and follow 

all technological developments. 

So this research links student knowledge of Product Quality, Promotion and 

Product Variety to students who have consumed Kanzler products. Through 

phenomenaPWhichPhasPresearcherPexplain thenKresearcherOwant to know the 

reasons for making purchasing decisions on Kanzler products through a questionnaire 

distributed at Maulana State Islamic UniversityKMalikPIbrahimKPoor. 

 
 

RESEARCH METHODS 

 By usingIapproachIquantitative, examining three independent 

variables_or_independent variable_namely Product QualityO(X1), 

PromotionO(X2)Oand Variations9Product (X3) against one variableObound or 

dependent, namely DecisionBPurchases (Y). by using a purposive sampling technique 

on all active students who are currently undergoing undergraduate education at the 

University0State Islam9Maulana MalikIIbrahim Malang with the amount taken as much 

asI119 respondentsiwho consume more Kanzler PT Macroprima Pangutama (Cimory 

Group) productsiof twoztimes innperiod of oneilast month2in May 2023. Primary data 

was obtained from the results of distributing questionnaires. With the help of SPSS 

version 25 to process the data, the results obtained exceeded the value in the validity test 

exceeding the Rtable value of 0.1801 and the reliability test exceeded the Cronbach 

alpha value > 0.06. 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

 The results of this research have measured qualityoProducts, Promotions and 

VariationsbProducts againstpBuying decisionjKanzler products among UIN Maulana 

Malik Ibrahim Malang students amounted to 36.1% of respondents withRtypezsexkmen 
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and7female respondents amounted to 63.9%, so the respondents were dominated by 

female students. To find out in detail, it is explained as follows: 

Validity test 

The Rtable value obtained is 0.1801. item is saidkvalid ifiCount moreibigwfromiTable 

Tablei1 

ResultskValidity test 

X1 X2 X3 Y 

Items Rcount Items Rcount Items Rcount Items Rcount 

X1.1 0.400 X2.1 0.376 X3.1 0.522 Y1.1 0.548 

X1.2 0.424 X2.2 0.442 X3.2 0.582 Y1.2 0.544 

X1.3 0.578 X2.3 0.546 X3.3 0.598 Y1.3 0.582 

X1.4 0.613 X2.4 0.578 X3.4 0.515 Y1.4 0.472 

X1.5 0.647 X2.5 0.642 X3.5 0.751 Y1.5 0.645 

X1.6 0.617 X2.6 0.623 X3.6 0.621 Y1.6 0.471 

X1.7 0.691 X2.7 0.711 X3.7 0.544 Y1.7 0.678 

X1.8 0.545 X2.8 0.640 X3.8 0.565 Y1.8 0.505 

X1.9 0.687 X2.9 0.689 X3.9 0.557 Y1.9 0.615 

X1.10 0.595 X2.10 0.454 X3.10 0.598 Y1.10 0.499 

X1.11 0.607 X2.11 0.604 X1.11 0.621 Y1.11 0.614 

X1.12 0.555 X2.12 0.596 X3.12 0.281 Y1.12 0.722 

  X2.13 0.632   Y1.13 0.680 

  X2.14 0.441     

  X2.15 0.565     

Source: Primary datapprocessed, 2023 

 TestmValidity needs to be usedJto knowKitem effectiveness-questions posted 

onPquestionnaire. Based on this table, it is stated that the value in RcountI> 

RtableIthen a total of 52 question items were statedZvalid. 

TestBReliability 

 In the reliability test, data is said to be reliable if the value 

exceedsCronbachIalpha> 0.06. The reliability test is used as a tool to measure 

consistency in statement items, so the researcher presents the tableI2 asIfollowing: 
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Table_2 

ResultslTest Reliability 

Variable Cronbach Alpha 

Product quality 0.880 

Promotion 0.891 

Variation0Product 0.856 

DecisionjPurchase 0.890 

Source: processed primary data (2023) 

 It can be seen that the Cronbach alpha value for the 4 variables has exceeded > 

0.06, so it can be decided that the 17 indicators derived from the 4 variables 

covering 52 question items are declared reliable. 

TestzNormality 

 Testznormalityrone of the techniques in testing assumptionszclassic to ensure 

that the data is normally distributed. Onuthis research usesxKomogorov 

testkSmirnoff forzknowpdataohas been distributedcwithknormal. So the researcher 

presents table 4.3 as follows:1 

Table 4.3 

TestpNormality with OnesSamplessKolmogorov Smirnoff 

 Residual 
Unstandardizer 

N  199 

Normal Parametersa.b Mean .000000 

Std. Devitation 4.24513760 

Most Extreme 

Differences 

Absolute ,068 

Positive -.051 

Negative -.068 

Statistical Tests  ,068 

Asymp.Sig. (2-Tailed)  200c.d 

Source: Primary data, processed 2023 

 The results of the analysis show that with the normality test using Kolmogorov 
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Smirnov, a significant number of 0.200 is obtained, so the significance value has met 

the requirements, namely > 0.05.kstated that the data has been distributedinormally 

TestlMulticollinearity 

 The Milticollinearity test is used to find out and test whether there is a 

modelxregression forms a high and perfect correlation on the independent variables. To 

find out, it can be seen that if the VIF value is less than 10, the data in the study is free 

from multicollinearity. So the researcher presents table 4 to find out the test 

resultsomulticollinearitypasrfollowing: 

Tabler4 

ResultsiTestiMulticollinearity 

VIF Test2 

Coefficientsa 

Model Collinearity Statistics 

Tolerance VIF 

Product quality ,332 3,009 

Promotion ,413 2,421 

Product Variations ,356 2,810 

a. Dependent Variable: Purchase Decision 

Data sourcejPrimary processed, 2023 

 FromvThe table shows that the multicollinearity test uses the VIF test and 

obtains a value for each independent variable < 10, meaning that no problems were 

found in the multicollinearity test. 

Heteroscedacity Test 

 TestkassumptionkclassickWhichkfinalkonkstudykThiskisktestkThis 

heterojunction test is a tool to determine the correlation between the 3 independent 

variables. Researchers chose to analyze the SRESID and ZPRED scatter plot graphic 

images. Served onppicturex1oas follows: 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 
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Scatter Plot Heteroscedacity Test 

 

Source: processed primary data, 2023 

 Figure 1 shows that the plot points are not far apart or squeezed together and are 

spread evenly, meaning they are deeppstudykthis is datakwhich is 

obtaineduavoided1heteroscedacity. 

Linear Regression Test 

 Function of the regression testllinearjto illustrate influenceion variablesxfree 

to0dependent variablekwellupartial orksimultaneous. Proven initable 5 as0following: 

Tableu5 

Test0Regression0Linear 

Coefficientsa 

 

Modeli  Unstandardized 

Coefficientsi 

Standardized 

iCoefficients 

 

1 
 
 

 B Std. 
Error 

Beta t Sig. 

(Constant) -4,734 3,084  -1,535 .127 

Product quality ,355 .102 ,290 3,468 ,001 

Promotion ,457 .073 ,466 6,224 ,000 

Product 

Variations 

,212 0.94 ,182 2,251 .026 

a. Dependent Variable: Purchase Decision 

Source: primary datauprocessed, 2023 

Based onxTable 5 shows the results of the third linear regression testovariable, namely 

quality9products, promotions andiproduct variations on purchasing decisions obtain 
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value: 

1. The constant number produces a value of -4.734, only the purchasing decision 

variable produces a value of -4.734. 

2. Influence of quality variablesiproduct againstkpurchase decision 

obtainsomarkicoefficient in regression8of 0.355 withythe number t is equal 

tot3.468 and a significant figure of 0.001. It means there isipositive 

effectiAndisignificant onrquality variablesuproduct againstrbuying decision.1 

3. Influencexpromotion againstydecisionhpurchasing obtained a regression 

coefficient of 0.457 and a t number of 6.224 and a significant value of 0.000. So 

there isypositive effectiAndisignificantppromotional variablestto the 

decisionnpurchase. 

4. Influenceeonuproduct variation variables againstibuying decisionjshows the 

regression coefficient number with a value of 0.212 with a t value of 2.251 and 

valuedsignificance 0.026. The meaning is thereyinfluenceipositive 

onesksignificant4onuvariablekvariationkproductutokdecisionkpurchase. 

Simultaneous Test 

 The F or simultaneous test shows whether there is an influence or 

notibetweenjindependent variablekon variableskdependently withosimultaneous. So the 

researcher shows the results of the simultaneous test on 6 asofollowing: 

Table06 

ResultsiTestiSimultaneous 

ANOVAr 

Model  Sum of 

Squares 

df Mean Square f Sig. 

1 Regression 5853.819 3 1951.273 1065.524 ,000b 

Residual 2126,501 115 18,491   

Total 7980.319 118    

a. Dependent Variable: Purchase Decision 
b. Predictors: (Constant), Product Variety, Promotion, Product Quality 

Source: processed primary data, 2023 

 Simultaneously, Fcount was obtained with a value of 115.912 and a significant 

value of 0.000 and Ftable was obtained on the 3rd degree of freedom row and obtained 
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an alpha value of 5% (2.683). It was concluded that the Fcount value was greater than 

Ftable (115.912>2.683) and thesigi0.000 < 0.05 thenistated that there was an 

influenceosimultaneouslykbetweenkdecision variablesupurchases, promotionsoand 

product variations againstxdecisionzpurchase. 

TestlPartial 

 Forpfind out if there isior notoinfluencepbetweenkindependent variable 

againstpdependent variableuin a wayxPartial. Proven initable 7ias follows:k 

Table07 

ResultspTest;Partial 

Model  t Sig. 

1 (Constant) -1,535 .127 

 Product quality 3,468 ,001 

 Promotion 6,224 ,000 

 Product Variations 2,251 .026 

Source: processed primary data, 2023 

a. T test on variablesoproduct qualitypon decision variablesipurchases get a Tcount 

value of 3.468 and a sig value of 0.001. Then compared with the Ttable number at 

table degree 115 with an alpha of 5%, it gets 1.981. It is known that 3.468 > 1.981 

means that there is a partial influence of product quality on purchasing decisions. 

b. TestjT on the promotion variableJon decision variablesJthe purchase obtained a 

Tcount number of 6.224 and a sig value of 0.000 then obtained a Ttable value of 

degree 115 and an alpha of 5% of 1.981. So the result is 6,224 > 1.981 and the sig 

value is 0.000 < 0.05. It can be concluded that there is a significant influence on 

promotional variables on individual or partial purchasing decisions. 

c. Partial testIonOproduct variation variablesrtoovariablekPurchasing decisions 

produce a Tcount value of 2.251, a sig value of 0.026 and a Ttable value derived 

from a degree of 115 and an alpha of 5% of 1.981. The results show that 2.251 > 

1.981 and sig 0.026 < 0.05, so it is stated that partially there is a significant 

influence between product variation variables on purchasing decisions. 

 

Coefficient of Determination 
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 The results of data processing are through a coefficient of determination test, 

with the aim of explaining the ability of the independent variables to 

predictbdependent variable. Ifkcoefficient valuepincreasingly determinedobig thenpthe 

greater it isjalso abilityuin variablesiindependent inxexplain the dependent variable. 

Sorfrom that it is proven through the tableo8 following:s 

Tables8 

ResultsjTestoCoefficientiDetermination 

ModeluSummary 

Model R RsSquare Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of 

the Estimate 

1 .856a ,734 ,727 4,300 

a. Predictors: (Constans), Product Quality, Promotion, Product Variety 

Source::Primary data processed, 2023 

 The results show that an R Square value of 0.734 is obtained, meaning that the 

influence of the variable is largehbuying decisionuexplained by variablesjproduct 

quality, promotionland variationscproduct with a figure of 73.4% then the rest is 

explained by other factors 

Discussion of Research Results 

a. InfluencetQualitytProducts, Promotionsiand Product Variations on 

DecisionswPurchase 

Through resultsyanalysis thatihas been carried out by researchers after carrying 

out and following the requirements of 17 indicators fromk3kindependent variable and 

1pdependent variableywhich is resolved into 52 question items. Through the F test, the 

value is obtainedssig i0.000 < 0.05 and expressed as followsttogether or simultaneously 

have an influence between product quality, promotion and product varietyhsignificant 

topdecisionopurchase. 

 Just like the research results of Surya Bintatri, et al (2022) and Suri, Nanang and 

Rizqi (2023) analyzed and concluded thatkQualityrProducts, Promotionsptogether 

haveuinfluence on purchasing decisions. This means that if the company offers quality 

products, increases promotions and creates product variations, it will have a very 

satisfying impact and will certainly attract consumers to always make purchases. Apart 
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from that, a decision can be taken that Kanzler PT Macroprima (Pangutama Cimory 

Group) fulfills student wishes, so that student customersjIslamic UniversityjMaulana 

Malik Ibrahim's countrylMalang decided to buy based on product quality, promotion 

and product variety. 

b. InfluenceyProduct qualitytAgainst the DecisioncPurchase 

On resultsrvariable analysiskproduct qualityxto the decision;Individual purchases 

obtained a Tcount value of 3.468 > Ttable 1.981 which stated that the influence of 

product quality on purchasing decisions was significant. So it can be concluded that 

Kanzler products have succeeded in maintaining and improving the quality of their 

products from a student perspective0Islamic UniversitytCountryrMaulanaxMalik 

IbrahimiPoor. 

Basically at UniversityjMaulana's Islamic StateiMalik IbrahimiIn Malang, the 

majority of students are Muslim. Islam teaches its followers to avoid consuming 

products that contain raw materials that are prohibited by Islam, in Surah Al-Baqarah 

verse 173 explains: 

God bless you ِِاٰللِِّ لِغيَْرِِ بِهِ  اهُِلِ  وَمَآِ نْزِيْر ِ حِيْمِ  God willing غَيِْ اضْطُرِ  فمََنِِ ۚ   ١٧٣ر 

Ministry of Religion 2019 translation 

173. Indeed, He has only forbidden you carrion, blood, pork, and (the meat of) 

animals slaughtered by (mentioning the name of) other than Allah. However, whoever is 

forced (to eat) it, not because he wants it and not (also) beyond the limit, then there is 

no sin for him. Indeed, Allah is Forgiving, Most Merciful. 

 

It can be understood that from this surah Allah strictly forbids his people from 

consuming and mixing haram raw materials, but we can observe that PT Macroprima 

Pangutama (Cimory Group) Kanzler products have0get a certificate9Halal from the 

AssemblyoClericiIndonesia,iwhich is the halal logoibecome an important element 

ofginformation on a product and lead to customer opinion that there is no need to doubt 

the product's quality elements. 

c. Influence0Promotion Against Decisions0Purchase 

Is knownoresults in intermediate analysis0promotionytoodecisionkpurchase 

indicatekin a waykPartialkobtaincmarkTcount 6,224 > Ttable 1,981 canmstated that 

there is an influence betweenxpromotion on decisiongpurchase. ThenKassumedKthat's 
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itKproductKKanzlerKPTOMacroprimeOCommander in Chief (CimoryxGroup) in its 

promotional efforts has reached the minds of studentsxUIN_Maulana-Malik-Ibrahim-

Malang is one of the factors for students to purchase Kanzler products. 

In this promotion, the same as the results researched by Dwi Septi Haryani (2019) 

shows significant results on the influencekpromotionlto the decision7purchase. 

d. The Influence of Product Variations on Purchasing Decisions 

By-individual variations-product haspinfluence on decisions-purchase prthis is 

evidencedkat sig number 0.026 < 0.05 of the results-comparative analysis-number-the 

significance that product variations have a significant influence on-decisiondpurchase. 

Equivalent to the statement from Indrasari (2019:31) product variation is a 

company's effort to develop a product-sake-create-choice. Basically, customers will be 

attracted to a brand if there are many variationskproduct. In this way, Kanzler's efforts 

to implement variations in its brand have also reached the hearts of students who buy 

Kanzler PT productsXMacroprimeKCommander in Chief (Cimory-Group). 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

Conclusion1 

Based on the results of the analysis in the research, the researchers presented the 

following conclusions: 

1. Through the T Test it is known that Product Quality which consists of 4 

indicators hasgsignificant influenceyto the decisionppurchasekKanzler PT 

products0Macroprime0Chief Commander0(Cimory0Group) at UIN 

MaulanangMalik Ibrahim Malang with a score comparison of 3,468 > 1,981. 

2. VariablesiPromotion which includes 5 indicators, in the T Test has a 

significant influence on decisions9product purchase Kanzler PTIMacroprima 

Pangutama (Cimory Group) at UIN MaulanakMalikkIbrahimkPoorkproven 

by the value of Tcount 6.224 > Ttable 1.981. 

3. Then the T test showed significance in the product variation variable 

consisting of 4 indicators showing results of 2.251 > 1.981, so the conclusion 

was drawn that product variation had a significant influence on purchasing 
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decisions for Kanzler PT products0MacroprimeICommander in Chief 

(CimorykGroup) at UIN MaualanajMalikkIbrahimuPoor. 

4. Simultaneously the Quality variablekProduct,pPromotions and 

VariationsmProduct to DecisiongPurchasing Kanzler Products 

PT.Macroprime.Chief Commander.(Cimory.Group) at UINkMaulana 

Malik.Ibrahim Malang has influencektordecisionkpurchases are proven 

between comparisons of Fcount and Ftable.115,912>2,683. 

Suggestion 

Followingpthat suggestionkcan be delivered0by researchers, aslfollowing: 

1. It is hoped that PT Macroprima Pangutama (Cimory Group) as a manufacturer 

that creates Kanzler products will continue to maintain, develop and innovate its 

products including product quality, expanding its promotional network and 

innovating the variety of its products. 

2. Expected, toyfuture researcherskin order to add variableskwhich is rarejused by 

researchkother. Then look for research locations and samples with larger 

numbers. Because basically every difference in technique, method and type of 

research has its own value. 
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